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The three performances of Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. Matthew Passion in 1829 in Berlin
under the direction of Felix Mendelssohn were not just a milestone in the Bach revival
of the 19th century but the reflection of historical developments that had, by 1829, created
a specifically and self-consciously German musical community out of a dispersed and dis-
parate mishmash of court music, town music and church music. A great weight of accu-
mulated historical changes separated Leipzigers of 1727 from Berliners of 1829. The profound
appreciation of the St. Matthew Passion in 1829 depended on a variety of developments
in areas as distinct as journalism, publishing, association formation, aesthetic philosophy,
history writing, pedagogy, religious practice, and of course nation-building. None came
to an end in 1829; all helped to define the culture of German nationhood for generations to
come. So while the 1829 performances were the end of nothing and not precisely the be-
ginning of anything, they nevertheless stand as a culmination. For star-gazers, this is the
point at which the celestial body crosses the meridian of the observer, thus reaching the
highest point above the observer’s horizon. For cultural historians, this must mean the mo-
ment when many things come into full effect, all working together to create something
remarkable.
This essay will provide a brief overview of these developments. The issue that most
concerns me in this paper is how the German musical community began to contribute to
the project of nation-building – how, in a sense, it invented German music. It contributed
to other things as well, of course. Musical life in German-speaking Europe was not just a
subset of nation-building; it also existed as part of an international music community and
made contributions to such processes as the formation of middle-class society. But nation-
building in central Europe gave a powerful sense of purpose to a number of people active
in shaping musical life, and conversely, the emergence of a fully-realized consciousness and
practice of German music gave substance to national belonging for non-musical Germans
as well. For nationally-conscious people of this era did not make neat distinctions between
the cultural content of nationhood and its political implications. Participating in the cul-
ture of nationhood for these members of the educated elite was an essentially public experi-
ence.1 The community of the nation in which people believed was a living one. Underlying
it was the common commitment to ›Bildung‹, that full flowering of self that drew its
seeker into a community of common purpose and enjoined a secular mission to educate
and enlighten others. The public sphere, with its public forums, publications, and musical
performances, served as the ›place‹ of national identity. But since this ›place‹ was abstract,
1 See Brian Vick, Defining Germany: The 1848 Frankfurt Parliamentarians and National Identity, Cam-
bridge 2002, p. 16, p. 22–23, and p. 205–208.
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dispersed across actual ›space‹, the nation that people envisioned and lived could not ex-
ist as a static reality. It had to be made real through actual participation in public things,
through action. It had to be constantly infused with new life and constantly raised to a
conscious level of experience. And if you read the writings of nationally-minded people in
this era, that sense of needing constantly to affirm, express, to ›act out‹ national conscious-
ness is always present. There is, then, a deep affinity between music and any kind of collec-
tive consciousness, both of which exist only in performance, in public affirmation of some
kind. The Bach performances of 1829 were thus a paradigm of the nation of Germany,
which had to be performed to exist, just as did Bach’s music, especially before it was avail-
able even in the form of published editions (let alone recordings).
This is the perspective from which this essay addresses one aspect of musical life in
particular and that is music journalism, which represented a key way in which a communi-
cative space for music was created in the 18th and 19th centuries. The evolution of concert
life is also, obviously, important, but the full potential of the concert to shape musical
participation in a broader-than-musical public life, and in national life especially, could
never have been realized without music journalism. The evolution of music periodicals in
Central Europe is well-known and will not be addressed here. Suffice it to say that a mu-
sical press had existed in German-speaking Europe throughout the 18th century, and from
the earliest days of Johann Mattheson’s Critica musica and Der musicalische Patriot, it had
sought a place in literary culture, aspiring to the same audience of literate and nationally-
conscious readers as did publishers of non-musical writings. Writing about music tried
from the outset to give substance, musical substance, to the national culture of Germans.
What is perhaps most remarkable are the early and persistent contributions of music perio-
dicals to the history of the newly forming national culture of readers in the 18th century.
The sociologist of nation-building, Ernest Gellner, suggested that some degree of cultural
homogeneity was a necessary precondition for the establishment of national consciousness –
»sustained frequent and precise communication between strangers involving a sharing of
explicit meaning, transmitted in a standard idiom and in writing when required«, as well
as an institution that might »generate and perpetuate a homogeneous culture.«2 Music
journals were part of this process every step of the way, not so much a late and specialized
product of a homogeneous culture (Gellner’s picture of normal development) as an early
contributor to it. Music writers had established their own ›Fachzeitschriften‹ in advance of
other fields of artistic knowledge, and although subject to constant failure and character-
ized by tiny readership, these journals together constituted a nearly continuous succession
of musical reading matter in the 18th century. We are not accustomed to regarding this
miscellaneous collection of short-lived journals as a whole, yet taken as a whole, musical
knowledge had accumulated impressively by the end of the century, a phenomenon liter-
alized in such works as Gerber’s Historisch-Biographisches Lexicon der Tonkünstler or Forkel’s
Allgemeine Geschichte der Musik. So too had a consensus emerged on the comparative worth
of kinds of music, or to put it otherwise, on a consequential distinction between serious
and frivolous music.
2 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, Ithaca, NY 1983.
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By the end of the 18th century, primarily in north Germany, writing about music, in
journals and scholarly tomes, had helped to create a distinctive musical culture, oriented
toward academic learning, personal cultivation (›Bildung‹), and the promotion of what was
increasingly understood to be Germany’s own musical heritage. It was by its nature more in-
clusive and extensive than exclusive and narrowing, fixated on education and enlighten-
ment and oriented toward what appears to us now as a tiny number of people with the
leisure and resources to enjoy culture but what appeared to them then as the represent-
atives of a broader, if submerged, cultural unity.3 Musical journalism in north Germany,
from the last years of the 18th century and on, took upon itself the task of making clear
to a general public what was at stake in the appreciation of music, and that turned out to
be nothing less than the future well-being of the German people, Austrians included. But
not until 1798, and the joint effort of Friedrich Rochlitz and Gottfried Christoph Härtel
to found the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (AmZ), did this culture find a more or less per-
manent center. Begun in unpropitious times, the AmZ endured for 20 consecutive years
under Rochlitz’s editorship and another 30 under others. Throughout its early decades, it
enjoyed an unprecedented prominence among music periodicals, becoming the newspaper
of record for musical events and the newspaper of authority for musical opinion. This suc-
cess resulted from many factors, including the support of a savvy entrepreneur like Härtel,
the talents of Rochlitz at recruiting an extensive network of writers, and not least, the jour-
nal’s placement in Leipzig, which may not have been the greatest musical center in cen-
tral Europe but was certainly a key to the book trade in particular, and to literary culture
in general (in Rochlitz’s justification, the »Mittelpunkt; Sammelplatz, und Stapelort für
alles Literarische in Deutschland […], sowohl in eigentlich wissenschaftlicher, als auch in
merkantilischer Hinsicht«4).
Considering that brings us back to thinking about the German nation and that abstract
public space in which it existed in 1800. Because, arguably, Rochlitz’s most crucial contri-
bution was to link his journalism to the national aspirations of other denizens of literary
culture. The work of making a case for music to the emerging German national public
began, perhaps, with the journal’s title. A small masterpiece of clever marketing, it sug-
gested a subtly different periodical than the one to which it actually belonged. The use of
the word ›Zeitung‹ or newspaper, for instance, implied not only that the paper would ap-
pear daily (in fact it appeared weekly) but more to the point, that the readership was larger
than it actually was or ever would be. The effect of the word ›allgemeine‹ or general was
similar. Evoking a series of periodicals essential to the collective existence of German edu-
cated society, from Friedrich Nicolai’s Allgemeine deutsche Bibliothek to Cotta’s recently
established Allgemeine deutsche Zeitung, this simple little word contained within itself the
philosophical outlook of the German Enlightenment and claimed a readership as broad
as the entire enlightened public. Moreover, Härtel and Rochlitz – deliberately or not we
3 See the recent book by David Gramit, Cultivating Music: The Aspirations, Interests, and Limits of Ger-
man Musical Culture, 1770 –1848, Berkeley and Los Angeles 2002.
4 Rochlitz, »Noch einige Worte der Redakteurs an das Publikum,« in: AmZ, Intelligenz-Blatt 1 (1798),
col. 3; cited in: Martha Bruckner-Bigenwald, Die Anfänge der Leipziger Allgemeinen Musikalischen Zeitung,
Freiburg i.Br. 1938, reprint ed., Hilversum 1965, p. 59.
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cannot know – simultaneously created a paradox and denied its force in their linking to-
gether ›allgemeine‹ with ›musikalische‹. Such a linkage had never been tried before by
musical journals and was surreptitiously bold, an explicit claim, for those who could per-
ceive it, not so much that there existed general musical concerns as that music itself and
altogether constituted a general interest for educated people everywhere. Just as Cotta’s
title had elided the implications of his paper’s local placement in Stuttgart, so too did this
one elide the specialized nature of musical undertakings. And however imperfectly the
journal fulfilled the tantalizing promises of its title, the potential magic of those words
to attract the widest possible readership inspired imitations for the next three decades: by
1827, Berlin, Frankfurt, Vienna, Munich and Zurich had all had some version of an ›allge-
meine musikalische Zeitung‹.
Nor did the claim to a broad readership end with the title. Rochlitz later wrote that
through the journal as a whole he was acting as a »Vermittler zwischen Autoren (hier meis-
tens Künstlern) und Publikum«, with his »erste Pflicht Mißverständnisse aufzuklären, Be-
denklichkeiten zu heben, Schwierigkeiten bei beiden zu erleichtern, beide gegenseitig zu
verständigen, einander näher zu bringen, (ist es möglich), zu vereinigen.«5 But the goal of a
unified public for an ›allgemeine musikalische Zeitung‹ required not just to bridge the gap
between artist and audience but also to break down various distinctions within the audience
itself and thereby, perhaps, enlarge it. From the outset, Rochlitz exploited the ambiguity
inherent in such 18th-century terms as ›Musikliebhaber‹, ›Musikfreunde‹, ›Musikkenner‹,
and even ›Künstler‹ to suggest an inclusive and almost infinitely expandable set of people.
Despite certain conventional and practical associations with each of these terms, they
were by their nature voluntaristic and not ascriptive categories; like voluntary associa-
tions themselves, they served as capacious tents under which people could choose to gather
without special degrees, ranks or titles. Rochlitz sought to emphasize their open-ended-
ness in a way that highlighted the generalist aspirations of enlightenment over its tendency
to grant special privilege to those who already possessed expertise. This emphasis subtly
disassociated the AmZ from the existing tradition of musical expertise, from Mattheson
to Mizler to Marpurg, in favor of the numerically larger and more influential readers of
literary journals. The distinction, for instance, between ›Kenner‹ and ›Liebhaber‹, which
the philosopher Johann Georg Sulzer had described as a difference in capacity for refined
judgment, remained valid to Rochlitz only as a kind of goal: his journal would help the
›Liebhaber‹ become more like the ›Kenner‹.
The very first article in the first issue of the AmZ, unobtrusively called »Gedanken
über die Oper«, began by lamenting the neglect of music in aesthetic works that sought to
improve the public’s capacity to judge fine art. Why was it, he wrote, that this art, »deren
Werke in unsern Zeiten am meisten vervollkommt sind«, should be almost completely ig-
nored »in unserm theorienreichen Decennium, in den Kritiken, Analysen, Theorien« pro-
liferated? Rochlitz, the published admirer of Kant’s aesthetics, singled him out for gentle
rebuke: »selbst der große Kritiker unsrer Zeit, Kant, behandelt an den Orten, wo er Etwas
5 Rochlitz, letter to publishers, 1838; cited in: Bruckner-Bigenwald, Die Anfänge der Leipziger Allge-
meinen Musikalischen Zeitung, p. 24.
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specielles von Musik sagen muß […] als gäbe es keine andere, als Tafel- oder Tanzmusik.«
Still, Rochlitz believed that most people could be moved by music, and thus what remained
was to transform a basic emotional response to music into a »weit höherer und edlerer
Genuss, wenn man sich selbst darüber Rechenschaft ablegen kann, als wenn man sich blos
blind dem Eindrucke überlassen muss« – if, in other words, the ›Liebhaber‹ can become
a kind of everyday ›Kenner‹.6 Half a year later, he went even further in his effort to re-
define the contours of a general musical public, in a soon widely-quoted article on »Die
Verschiedenheit der Urtheile über Werke der Tonkunst.« Invoking Lawrence Sterne and
Jean Paul Richter, Rochlitz suggested that the art-consuming public fell into four classes.
The first and clearly the least redeemable – the »jämmerlichen« group, among whom one
found »den Grossen und Vornehmen beyder Geschlechter« were who attended musical
performance out of »Eitelkeit und Mode.« The second, hardly admirable group were those
so-called »Kunstkenner«, who listened »nur mit dem Verstande«, the result being narrow-
minded pedantry. Third and partially commendable were those who heard »blos mit dem
Ohre« – they were »gute, harmlose Leutchen«. But his final category corresponded to
none of Sulzer’s and was indeed pure Schiller, a transposition of Schiller’s thoughts on the
aesthetic education of man into a musical realm he never visited. The fourth group, then,
consisted of those who listened and heard with their »ganzer Seele.« They understood mu-
sic as they understood all art, as a means toward »Vervollkommnung und Veredlung« of the
human race. Art neither taught nor shaped nor served the »Sinnlichkeit des Menschen,«
nor was it »die Brücke, worüber er aus der Sinnlichkeit in die Freyheit übergehen solle.«
Rather, »wenn Wissenschaft demonstrirt, was reine Natur […] seyn solle, so zeigt Kunst,
was sie sey – Beyde Leiterinnen, die Wissenschaft und die Kunst, nehmen also den Men-
schen gleichsam in die Mitte, und führen ihn nach dem Tempel der Vollendung und Frey-
heit.«7 Without underestimating how difficult it would be to move people into this final
category in their appreciation of the musical arts, Rochlitz nevertheless pledged to devote
himself to the effort.8
To this end, the journal would include, he wrote, short philosophical, theoretical and
historical essays, written so that every thinking musician and music-lover find them inter-
esting, along with reviews of new works and reports of general interest from the musical
world.9 Still, ambitious plans and hopeful opening statements had never before saved a
musical journal from quick oblivion. Rochlitz’s journal survived probably more because
it had the unstinting and consistent support of a savvy and successful entrepreneur like
Härtel, with diverse interests in the fledgling music industry. His involvement meant that
the paper benefited from the distribution networks of an established book dealer and could
survive the delays attendant on Austrian censorship or the expenses of shifting from one
postal company to another as the journal crossed numerous state boundaries.
6 Rochlitz, »Gedanken über die Oper,« in: AmZ 1 (1798), cols. 1–3.
7 Rochlitz, »Die Verschiedenheit der Urtheile über Werke der Tonkunst,« in: AmZ 1 (1799), cols. 497
to 505.
8 Rochlitz, AmZ 1 (1798), col. 4.
9 Rochlitz, »Nochmalige Uebersicht des Inhalts dieser Zeitung, aus dem ausführlichern Plan gezogen«,
in: AmZ, Intelligenz-Blatt 1 (1798); cited in: Bruckner-Bigenwald, Die Anfänge, p. 60.
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The viability of the paper as a business venture directly fed its success as a literary un-
dertaking. Rochlitz was able to pay his contributors significantly more than other musical
journals did – in fact, the burden of paying for contributions was often the proximate
cause of many a musical journal’s demise. A healthy fee structure, combined with his own
previously hidden talents as a impresario of writers, helped him to create what was by far
the largest, most geographically far-flung, and most gifted group of musical correspond-
ents ever before assembled. By the time he resigned from the journal in 1819, he had man-
aged over a hundred correspondents and writers in more than 50 cities. His list amounted
to a who’s who of musical writers at the start of the 19th century, from the enduringly
famous like E. T. A. Hoffmann to the vaguely remembered like J. N. Forkel or the scientist
of acoustics E. F. F. Chladni to the unjustly obscure and the utterly forgotten. But then
achieving fame through their musical reportage was quite beside the point for most of
Rochlitz’s correspondents, who might be travelling virtuosos he recruited to report on
their own far-flung performances or organ technicians describing important new organ in-
stallations or just professional musicians reporting on the outcome of a local singing com-
petition or the program of a small musical festival. All told, this network brought in news
from an astonishing 224 German communities, the largest number of which were in the
geographical area of middle Germany, including Saxony, Lower Saxony, Thuringia and
Brandenburg Prussia, in other words the world of which Leipzig was the center-point, if
not the actual capital.10 In German-speaking Austria, he received regular reports from
Vienna and Salzburg; in German-speaking Switzerland, from Basel and Zurich. Occa-
sional news also came in from Amsterdam, Paris, Warsaw, Moscow, St. Petersburg, Stock-
holm, Copenhagen, Milan, Genoa, Rome, Lisbon, Livorno, London and Leeds.
Given that the majority of the information provided by these correspondents was ephe-
meral in nature, and intended as such, the import of Rochlitz’s painstakingly assembled
network remains obscure. To be sure, one could analyze its reports for trends in concert
life or itineraries of famous performers or tendencies in musical taste. But the most strik-
ing implications of Rochlitz’s network have to do with time and place, and the particular
construing of both that characterized the national imagination at its conception. Benedict
Anderson, the East Asianist turned theorist of modern nationhood, has argued that »the
hallmark of modern nations« is a »remarkable confidence of community in anonymity.«
By this he meant the belief shared among people entirely unknown to each other that they
nevertheless held something significant in common, that they shared an identity. This
confidence derived, he thought, primarily from the »convergence of capitalism and print
technology on the fatal diversity of human language«, in other words from the sense of
commonality created among certain limited groups of people through the medium of the
10 Reinhold Schmitt-Thomas has done a thorough analysis of places in this »correspondence network«,
according to his own categories of north, south, east, west, and middle Germany, all within the bounda-
ries of what would become the German state in 1871 (in other words, not Austria). By his reckoning,
almost half of the reports concerned cities and towns in the middle, a quarter from the south (including
Bavaria, Württemberg, Baden and the Rhine-Main area), and the rest spread around northern, north-
western, and eastern regions. See his: Die Entwicklung der deutschen Konzertkritik im Spiegel der Leipziger
Allgemeinen Musikalischen Zeitung (1798–1848), Frankfurt a.M. 1969, p. 127–132.
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printed word.11 Anderson suggested that both newspaper and novel created a fictive reality
for their readers characterized by simultaneity of various experiences across a delimited
space. The nation operated cognitively in the same way, indeed the fictive reality inhab-
ited by readers, especially in the case of newspapers, was the nation itself – in Anderson’s
evocative phrase, the imagined community.
From such a perspective, the main contribution of Rochlitz’s network to the history of
Germany becomes its crucial participation in the making and sustaining of an imagined
community, not of all concert-goers or all performers in all the cities on which it reported
but of Germans, and more specifically, of music-loving Germans. One could argue con-
trariwise that such a category is too limited, given the wide scope of the magazine’s geo-
graphical coverage, or too broad, given the distinctive and localized character of musical
life in each of the many places from which his correspondents reported. But several fac-
tors speak for the mid-level designation of Germany, between the local and the national.
First of all is Anderson’s deceptively simple point about the accident of language, which
was after all what German patriots had been arguing throughout the 18th century and to
the improvement of which the great majority of periodical publications had been direct-
ed. The Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung was a musical journal in German, and as we have
already indicated, the most literary of musical journals, the most oriented toward the ac-
complishments and approval of Möser’s »literary fatherland«.12 For Rochlitz himself and
for his most literary of recruits, E. T. A. Hoffmann, the writing of an article on music
posed problems of description and language itself. If Hoffmann’s main purpose in writing
about music was to secure its rightful position as the ›most romantic‹ of arts, his great-
est challenge was not a musical one at all, but a language one, a problem of writing. His
choice of an elliptical, often fragmentary, and sometimes fantastic approach to this prob-
lem reflected his stretching of the linguistic resources of musically-descriptive German
beyond the scientific-technical and aesthetic-philosophical discourses of the 18th century
into some impossible fusion of music and word. His writing aimed not just to describe
Beethoven’s 5th Symphony, not just to demonstrate the romantic sensibility that resonated
in its tones, but to instill in the reader some of that »nameless, haunted yearning« felt
by »every sensitive listener.«13 Hoffmann of course stood apart from most of Rochlitz’s
writers in reach of his imagination and the intensity of his ambitions for musical writing.
Lesser writers were nevertheless linked to him in their efforts to address an audience as
demanding of literary excellence as it was of musical news. Even so ostensibly unstylish a
writer as Carl Friedrich Zelter, who produced a series of reports for Rochlitz on the Berlin
musical scene in 1800, knew well how to deploy in writing that tone of Berliner plain
speech that so endeared him to Goethe.
But we do not have to rely on the national subtext of the journal’s extraordinary atten-
tion to the German language in order to see a community of music-loving Germans as the
11 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, London
1983, p. 47– 49.
12 Möser cited in James Sheehan, German History 1770 –1866, New York 1989, p. 173.
13 David Charlton, (ed.), E. T. A. Hoffmann’s Musical Writings: Kreisleriana, The Poet and the Composer,
Music Criticism, transl. by Martyn Clarke, Cambridge 1989, p. 236 – 251.
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product of Rochlitz’s efforts. He and his correspondents continually spoke of Germany
and German-ness with a more than linguistic sense of commonality. The emphasis on ac-
tual geographical places in the weekly section on musical news had the effect of creating,
over the course of decades of reporting, a kind of map of musically-active Germany. To be
sure, this map remained frustratingly vague in the extent of its geographical reach, with-
out definite borders and therefore without clear political implications. But one should not
expect that of this particular imagined community. The map of cultural Germany had al-
ways lacked borders, and the sense of commonality that went along with it had little or
nothing to do with states or empires. When Rochlitz wrote in his introductory editorial
that he would include »Belehrungen über den herschenden Geschmack an diesem oder
jenem Hauptorte nicht nur Deutschlands, sondern auch anderer Länder«, he deployed a
simple distinction between here and there, our places and theirs, that would have been
intuitively obvious to his readers and hence would not require elaboration.14 He clari-
fied only to the extent of judging remoteness in terms of distance from Leipzig, which –
as we have already seen – he regarded as the center of his Germany, both intellectually
and geographically. This attitude communicated itself to at least some of his correspond-
ents: one from Stettin referred wryly to the many obstacles the fine arts must overcome
in »nördlichen Gegenden Deutschlands«, including a »natürliche[n] Mangel an reger Ein-
bildungskraft« and the poverty of most inhabitants; another lamented the defective state
of music in east German schools.15 Still, Rochlitz’s occasionally Leipzig-centric views be-
lie the mainly polycentric impression of Germany that emerged from the reports, from
the »Tummelplatz« of musical activity in Hamburg to the French-plundered musical li-
braries of Württemberg to the »Menge der Virtuosen« in Vienna.16 Even the reports from
eastern and northern outposts emphasized the commitment to musical life that character-
ized these distant places – a commitment that in the context of the journal amounted to
an affirmation of commonality with musicians and music-lovers throughout this Germany.
Moreover, comprised of many places though it may have been, the repeated use of the term
›Deutschland‹ as a place with, for instance, too few music schools or too many Italian
operas on its stages or too little understanding of its own musical history affirmed that it
was indeed a meaningful collectivity, a musico-cultural reality if not a political one.17
But as a musico-cultural reality, this Germany had, as all of these examples have im-
plied, a number of problems. And although it would be an exaggeration to say that these
problems actually defined Germany, several of them at least went some distance toward
clarifying the meaning of national difference. First and very familiar, almost to the point
of cliché, was the problem of Italian music. Without ever resorting to outright polemic,
the journal continually reinforced a century-old image of a native musical culture bom-
barded by bravura arias and other incursions of foreignness. The scattered references to
and sustained discussions of Italian music did not amount to a full-blown hostility to it or
14 AmZ, Intelligenz-Blatt 1 (1798).
15 AmZ 1 (1799), col. 285; AmZ 1 (1799), col. 465.
16 AmZ 1 (1798), col. 46; AmZ 2 (1799), col. 49; AmZ 1 (1799), col. 224.
17 AmZ 1 (1798), col. 166; AmZ 1 (1799), col. 216; AmZ 1 (1799), col. 627.
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anything approaching nativist bigotry. On the contrary, one writer admired the advanced
culture of music in Italy, which he attributed to excellent conservatories; several referred
without rancour to the predominance of Italian opera composers, in one case, to be sure,
as a means of highlighting Mozart’s remarkable achievements as a German composing
opera.18 The general consensus, informed as much by a linguistic as a musical sensibility,
was that the Italians, as a consequence of having the »Besitz der wohlklingendsten, ge-
schmeidigsten Sprache unsrer Halbkugel«, had perfected the art of sweetly melodic song.19
If Germany had an Italian problem, then, it seemed rather to be the musical ignorance and
ill-formed judgments of German audiences, an ignorance that manifested itself in their in-
fatuation with off-the-rack Italian or Italianate music. Such music pleased without effort
and hence had a correspondingly meager impact on the emotional and intellectual develop-
ment of its listeners. We could crudely call this musical nationalism, but the remedies the
journal proposed consisted of educational, not exclusionary, impulses. Germans must learn
better judgment, and as their judgment improved so too would their taste and their appre-
ciation of more sophisticated, less immediately pleasing pieces of music, including foreign
but most especially German ones. Rochlitz, for instance, wrote about how deserving of
attention were »die Arbeiten einiger anderer jetzigen Deutschen, welche mit ruhigerm
Geiste, aber reichen Kenntnissen, reinem Geschmack und nicht ohne Eigenthümlichkeit
das Gute der ältern und neuern Musik Italiens, Frankreichs und Deutschlands zu vereini-
gen gesucht haben.«20 The meaning of difference, then, in the case of the Italian problem
was a kind of cultural backwardness on the part of Germans which made them receptive
not only to the best of foreign cultural offerings but more alarmingly to the worst.
Consequential in an entirely different way was the French problem, which by 1799 was
first and last a political one, no longer a matter of aesthetic disagreements over classical
culture. While Rochlitz and Härtel were planning and printing the first months of their
new periodical, representatives of the disintegrating Holy Roman Empire were meeting
with the French in the western German city of Rastatt to negotiate a series of annexations
and compensations that demonstrated unmistakably to the world how powerless this po-
litical entity had become. Diverse, complicated, and uneven though it had been, the old
Empire had still been for most Germans the most obvious political expression of ›Ger-
many‹. Its demise meant that the inhabitants of Germany had to ask whether cultural com-
monality was enough. The Rastatt Congress began a process that the Treaty of Tilsit in
1807 briefly hardened into official Prussian policy of seeking a conception of nationhood
more powerful, more capable of mobilizing people to action, than the cultural version
had been.21 Without in any sense replacing cultural nationalism, a more pointedly politi-
cal nationalism began to circulate in German public life from the 1790s on. Often at odds
18 AmZ 1 (1798), col. 166; AmZ 1 (1798), col. 38.
19 »Kritische Bemerkungen über Verschiedene Theile der Tonkunst: Über die italienisch-französische
Musik«, in: AmZ 2 (1800), col. 241.
20 AmZ 1 (1798), col. 38.
21 On Baron vom und zum Stein’s use of writers to articulate a mobilizing national spirit, see Otto
W. Johnston, The Myth of a Nation: Literature and Politics in Prussia under Napoleon, Columbia, SC 1989.
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with the state interests of the German princes, its propagandists attempted to fill a largely
French form of popular nationalism with an aggressively anti-French content.22
The reverberations of such thinking affected Rochlitz’s Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung.
Although the journal never took any nationalistic stances nor ventured into overtly polit-
ical journalism, the French Revolution was a palpable presence in its pages. Rochlitz and
several of his writers were clearly fascinated by the developments in France, appalled by
their consequences in central Europe, and eager to sort out their implications for musical
Germany. For starters, Rochlitz, courtly a gentleman as he appeared to contemporaries,
had no love for aristocratic culture as such, which he depicted in any number of contexts as
contributing to musical ignorance and frivolity.23 He recognized the importance of its tradi-
tional patronage of music, but his little anecdotes of musical life, which appeared in almost
every issue, often took as the butt of their humor the stupidity of aristocratic taste. Nor
could Rochlitz so easily forgive a set of people whom he blamed for the wretched finan-
ces and woeful death of Mozart, the man he considered the greatest musical genius ever.
Consequently, he kept a close eye on the role that music would play in this new republican
society. An early article on the »Geist der französischen Nationallieder« by Johann Fried-
rich Christmann (a musical pastor in French-dominated Württemberg and one of Roch-
litz’s earliest collaborators), sought to explain the close connection between song and state,
and quoted Mirabeau’s Discours sur l’education nationale at some length. Mirabeau’s empha-
sis on the vital role of all the arts in the common good and the honor the state owed to
its artists and intellectuals seemed to impress Christmann favorably, despite his own first-
hand experience of revolutionary aggression. That singing could be the medium of natio-
nal education accorded well with a genuinely German »zarte Gefühl der Humanität«, as
well as with the journal’s emphasis on moral improvement through musical education.24
Certainly Rochlitz did not hesitate to report on the destructive impact of the revolution
both in France and abroad, but at the same time, he thought it possible that the revolu-
tion had improved the state of music in France, shaken up the domination of theater and
drama over musical expression itself, turned the French towards a more serious apprecia-
tion of music, in short »germanisirt« them.25
This last notion, of ›Germanisierung‹, seems almost fanciful. Not only was such a word
unknown in the vocabulary of musical journalism, but its first use in the journal came in
the wake of a short piece by Gerber on »Etwas Politisches aus dem Reiche der Harmo-
nie«, which had playfully suggested that the coming of Gluck’s operas to Paris had helped
to stir up revolutionary sentiments among a people used to the sleep-inducing works of
22 The most thorough recent discussion of these developments is Michael Jeismann, Das Vaterland der
Feinde: Studien zum nationalen Feindbegriff und Selbstverständnis in Deutschland und Frankreich 1792–1918,
Stuttgart 1992, p. 27–158.
23 One contemporary writer thought that »his whole outward appearance gave the impression of belong-
ing to an earlier age«; cited in: Hans Ehinger, Friedrich Rochlitz als Musikschriftsteller, Leipzig 1929, p. 7.
24 J. F. Christmann, »Einige Ideen über den Geist der französischen Nationallieder«, in: AmZ 1 (1799),
col. 228–231; Fortsetzung, 1 (1799), col. 249.
25 »Etwas über den Werth der Musik überhaupt, und die Mittel, ihn zu erhöhen«, in: AmZ 2 (1800),
col. 833.
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Lully and Rameau.26 But ›germanization‹ was more than a passing conceit of one author.
It was the subtext, for instance, of many a report from non-German countries, which
often seemed specifically designed to draw attention to Germans abroad. In 1799, the re-
port from England repeated the already commonplace observation that although they may
have lacked native musical genius, the English showed their excellent understanding of all
things musical through their marked preference for German music and musicians (indeed
showing a better understanding of them than did Germans themselves). As they imagined
a wide world echoing with the music of German composers, they were not thinking about
domination but rather an increasingly positive conception of musical nationhood – a con-
ception dependent not on rejection of foreign things, not on vulnerability and fear of out-
side domination, but rather on the assertion of distinctive character, of canon and native
genius, in short, of all the markers of a cultural nation. Its existence, to which musical life
powerfully attested, was both the program of the journal and its unspoken assumption.
To put it otherwise, the presence of the cultural nation, similarly to that of the French
Revolution, lay as much between as in the lines of the journal.
Such implicit affirmation characterized, above all, Rochlitz’s presentation of the Ger-
man musical past. This aspect of the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung’s content provides
further evidence of the slyly paradoxical way in which he turned a periodical ostensibly
devoted to everyday occurrences in musical Germany – a true ›Zeitung‹ or newspaper –
into one with more far-ranging educational ambitions than the mere conveyance of in-
formation. Historical education took a variety of forms. Each time Breitkopf & Härtel
produced the bound volume of a full year’s issues, it presented them with a handsome fronti-
spiece engraving of a musician, starting with Johann Sebastian Bach himself, and includ-
ing in the two decades of Rochlitz’s editorship Bach’s son Carl Philipp Emanuel, Handel,
Haydn, Gluck, and Beethoven, among others.27 The full list of 20 men included an Italian,
a Frenchman and an expatriate Italian in France (Cherubini) but was otherwise a purely
German construction and one characterized, moreover, by a broadly inclusive under-
standing of musical work.28 From Forkel the historian to Chladni the acoustical scientist
to Kirnberger the theoretician to Schulz the composer of the quintessentially German
lied, these men belonged together both by virtue of their German-ness and, in close depen-
dence on that notion, their contributions to a distinctively German musical excellence.
26 It is worth noting that Gluck’s Germanness is hardly unambiguous: his name and native language
may have been German and he was born in a German enclave in Bohemia but his musical career was
truly international, taking him from Bohemia to Italy to central Germany to Vienna and most trium-
phantly to Paris. Nevertheless, the notion of Germanness informing turn-of-the-century musical jour-
nalism embraced him as a native son, as obviously it did Handel as well.
27 Many people consumed the journal in this yearly form. We know, for instance, that Goethe did,
from a letter he wrote to Härtel ordering the first three volumes and promising to find an opportunity
»to say something publically to the benefit of the journal, which has earned the applause of all friends
of art.«; cited in: Oskar von Hase, Breitkopf & Härtel: Gedenkschrift und Arbeitsbericht, Teil I , Wiesbaden
51968, p. 150.
28 In order, the men were: J. S. Bach, J. A. P. Schulz, C. P. E. Bach, G. F. Handel, C. Gluck, J. A. Hiller,
J. Haydn, Mozart, J. P. Kirnberger, E. F. F. Chladni, C. F. Fasch, Rameau, J. A. Hasse, Forkel, Cheru-
bini, J. F. Reichardt, Palestrina, Abt Vogler, Beethoven, and P. von Winter.
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From this list alone, one could derive its defining characteristics – seriousness, science,
scholarship, harmonic complexity, and a closely mutual interaction of word and tone.
They also had in common their recentness (only Palestrina had never lived in the cen-
tury of Enlightenment), and in some cases were still alive, or had only just died, when the
engraving appeared. By the standards of turn-of-the-century musical historiography, pre-
occupied with the classical or the sacred origins of music, these men were scarcely histor-
ical at all. Forkel, in the general history of music that he completed in 1801, had ended his
account somewhere in the 16th century – as Zelter sourly characterized it in a letter to
Goethe, this was a history that »stopped right at the point where history, for us, can be-
gin«.29 This excessively long-range view of the musical past was typical. Rochlitz was well
aware of it and clearly, like Zelter, unimpressed.
Unlike Zelter, however, Rochlitz had something else definite in mind, something more
like what we would call contemporary history. In his »Vorschläge zu Betrachtungen über
die neueste Geschichte der Musik«, he wondered if the problem of objectivity, of being
unsure of what was »das Wichtigste« and unable to bring everything »unter bestimmte,
hohe Gesichtspunkte«, accounted for the neglect of the most recent past. Comparing the
history of music to the history of states, an unusual juxtaposition that underlined the se-
riousness of musical matters, Rochlitz suggested that it was much easier to write about
the founding of the Roman republic than the contemporary French one, much easier to
write about the ancient Greek music one has never heard than »über die Kultur der Musik
etwa unter den jetzigen Deutschen und über die Ausbildung der Nation für diese Kunst.«
Yet that is precisely what we ought to be writing about, thought Rochlitz, or we will never
understand »wohin wir gekommen, und wie wir dahin gekommen« and consequentially
will never progress. Returning to his notion of the »Ausbildung der Nation«, a phrase
that in various forms he repeated nearly a dozen times in this essay, he said that he
had a »Traum«, and his dream was that one day Germans would have just »eine solche
Geschichte der Musik und der Bildung einer Nation« – ›Bildung‹ this time, stronger and
more general than the previous paragraph’s ›Ausbildung‹. This history would not be, »wie
gewöhnlich, Geschichte einzelner verdienter Männer« but would concern itself, again,
»mit der Geschichte der Bildung der Nation überhaupt« or, if that seemed too daunting,
»wenigstens mit der Geschichte der Kultur aller Künste und der Nation für dieselben.«
To begin, he thought one might consider at any particular time the »herrschenden allge-
meinen Geist der Nation im Ganzen und Großen« and the »Zeitgeschmack«, a phrase he
understood to encompass something more serious than passing fads and fashions.30
The German nation was, so far as one can paraphrase from such language, a cultural
reality for Rochlitz, defined by art and perhaps especially by music. Rochlitz’s wish to find
as full as possible a description of this nation, one that went beyond describing the parti-
cular art itself to the whole context of its development, suggests how crucially art mediated
29 Zelter cited in: Warren Dwigh Allen, Philosophies of Music History: A Study of General Histories of Music
1600 –1960, New York 1939, p. 84.
30 Rochlitz, »Vorschläge zu Betrachtungen über die neueste Geschichte der Musik«, in: AmZ 1 (1799),
col. 625– 627.
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the experience of nationhood for him and, just as telling, how incoherent art was out-
side of a national construct. The vagueness of such phrases as »Bildung der Nation« or
»allgemeine[r] Geist der Nation« reflected, of course, the inherently and frustratingly ab-
stract nature of this nation. But at the same time, by Rochlitz’s lights and that of the liter-
ary contemporaries to whom he was closest, this term reflected a kind of confidence that
becoming national – Germanization, perhaps – was a process of progressive enlighten-
ment, a »slowly sharpening vision« in Friedrich Meinecke’s phrase, turned both inward on
the self and outward on the world. Germanness represented, from such a perspective, »a
great extension of the individual personality and its sphere of life«, and the cultural nation
»a jointly experienced cultural heritage«, in Rochlitz’s case one that included music. This
gradually nationalizing perception of the world had deep affinities with the neo-humanistic,
universalistic project of self-discovery or ›Bildung‹ in general. Becoming ›national‹ was an
infinitely expansive Enlightenment work of education, a search for knowledge about self
and environment, to which Rochlitz wished to attach his journal. Men like Wilhelm Hum-
boldt, an exact contemporary and passing acquaintance, believed that the more society be-
came educated, the more national it would become as well: a »finer cultivation of lan-
guage, philosophy, and art« would in turn lead to more »national differentiation«, which
would itself then call for higher efforts at understanding, hence more education. »Whoever
occupies himself with philosophy and art belongs to his fatherland more intimately than
others«, wrote Humboldt to Goethe from Paris, and Rochlitz would certainly not have
disagreed.31 But whereas Humboldt thought such intimacy the direct result of language in
its constant interaction with »emotion and reflection«, Rochlitz’s whole effort was to draw
music into the magic circle of distinctive cultural utterances.
Meanwhile, he could forward the process of greater self-knowledge by publishing such
historical articles, references, and anecdotes as had the potential to bring specificity to ab-
straction, as well as to make generalizations about both the musical past and the German
nation less imperfect.32 His most important colleague in this effort was a pastor from
Stettin named Johann Karl Friedrich Triest, about whom almost nothing is known other
than his authorship of an eleven-part essay of »Bemerkungen über die Ausbildung der
Tonkunst in Deutschland im achtzehnten Jahrhundert« which appeared in Rochlitz’s jour-
nal over the course of 1801.33 Triest began with the same question to which Charles Burney
had applied himself some 30 years earlier – »do the Germans have a distinctive music«, to
which he added, »and have they always had it?« Over the course of his essay, he answered
yes and no; that yes, a distinctive German music did exist, but no, it had not always existed
31 Meinecke’s classic study of German national consciousness celebrated the Bismarckian state in ways
we today find hard to tolerate but his understanding of late 18th century nationalism, which he regarded
as incomplete and imperfect, remains illuminating. See his Cosmopolitanism and the National State, trans.
by Robert B. Kimber, Princeton 1970, p. 10 –15, and p. 42.
32 Rochlitz, »Vorschläge«, col. 627.
33 Triest was recognized by musical contemporaries not only for his knowledge of musical history but
for his devotion to the promotion of musical amateurism, through the Stettin ›Singinstitut‹. See the
brief notice on Triest and the Stettin music scene by Johann Friedrich Reichardt, Berlinische Musikalische
Zeitung 1 (1805), p. 148.
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but was the product of the past century of musical greatness. Triest divided the 18th cen-
tury into three periods, the first of which lasted 50 years, the second 30, and the final 20,
in a telescoping development that culminated in Haydn and Mozart. This system, based
as it was on a twin dynamic of musical improvement and a fine-tuning of the distinctively
German, demanded that Triest place not just Haydn and Mozart but also Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach, Carl Heinrich Graun, and Johann Adolf Hasse above Johann Sebastian
Bach, the acknowledged master of the first period. And though Triest was probably influ-
enced by the recent adoring reception of Haydn in London, he also suffered from that fa-
miliar inability fully to imagine something distinctively German without language being
involved. As far as Triest (and Rochlitz and Forkel) was concerned, Johann Sebastian Bach
had distinguished himself through his profound understanding of harmony but had ne-
glected melody and rhythm, those elements most closely linked to language and hence
most expressive and evocative of human emotion. His successors, though, had incorpo-
rated Italian charm, French energy and German profundity into a new style, still distinc-
tively German but at a higher level. The result was the Germans had developed the most
advanced instrumental music in the world.34
But cultivating a German distinctiveness in music did not simply mean asserting supe-
riority over all others, though in some cases certainly the journal did not hesitate to do
so. Cultivating distinctiveness meant rather the pursuit of some kind of consensus about
the cultural present and past, from which the nation was constituted. It meant striving to
achieve that »unity of taste and judgment« that historian Hagen Schulze sees as the hallmark
of 18th century literary nationalism.35 It meant, in that sense, overcoming centuries of mu-
sical narrowness in order to achieve universal acclaim for German music and centuries of
musical fragmentation in order to achieve common recognition of what was excellent about
it. Rochlitz’s journal, in the 20 years of his editorship, worked toward progress on all these
fronts, and to a large extent succeeded, certainly among Germans themselves. For although
we know that not everyone reading the journal held identical opinions to it, Rochlitz at the
least laid out for his readers the evidence of German-wide musical activity, of international
recognition of German musicians, and of a continuous line of German musical creativity
leading back through the previous centuries. He consistently argued that the ability to make
fine musical judgments lay within the grasp of any reader who wished to apply him or her-
self to the discipline of it, and he consistently implied that such discernment, once acquired,
would reveal the greatness of native musical genius. It is perhaps one marker of his success
that by 1821 his one-time protégé E. T. A. Hoffmann could write satirically of »any gentle-
man or lady who with little talent can amuse the most elegant tea-circle, or who has perhaps
performed a solo at the choral society, and also strums badly but charmingly on the piano,«
34 Triest, »Bemerkungen über die Ausbildung der Tonkunst in Deutschland im achtzehnten Jahrhun-
dert«, in: AmZ 3 (1800–1801), col. 224–235, col. 241–249, col. 276, and col. 437– 445. See also the discus-
sion of Triest in: Erich Reimer, »Nationalbewußtsein und Musikgeschichtsschreibung in Deutschland
1800–1850«, in: Mf 46 (1993), p. 17–24.
35 Hagen Schulze, The Course of German Nationalism: From Frederick the Great to Bismarck 1763–1867,
New York 1991, p. 46.
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but who is nevertheless »able to speak and pass judgment about the works of great compos-
ers.«36 The only thing missing from this portrait – and perhaps it was sitting on the side-
board – is a copy of Rochlitz’s Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung.
Finally and briefly, we ought to consider the question of audience, of readership, a
question which has been a matter of some discussion in recent years. Ulrich Tadday, in
his book Die Anfänge des Musikfeuilletons, argued that the AmZ was less important to the
formation of a »musikalische Öffentlichkeit« that were the less intellectually ambitious
feuilletons. Such journals as Leipzig’s Zeitung für die elegante Welt offered news of operas
and travelling virtuosi and cultivated a tone of breezy joviality – easy reading on cultural
matters, ›Bildung ohne Leiden‹, »Unterhaltung in feineren Familienzirkeln.«37 The AmZ,
Tadday has argued, was read by half as many people (at the most) as these feuilletons and
only by those already with considerable musical sophistication. To see how a musical pub-
lic was formed, then, in the early 19th century, we should look not to high-brow publica-
tions like the AmZ but to the feuilletons with their creation of a way for any literate person
to acquire the discourse of high art.
It is certainly right not to mistake the most sophisticated intellectual or artistic achieve-
ments of a time period for those that were most widely known or valued. And it is also right
to point out that most people in Germany, as elsewhere, probably still considered art as
entertainment, still expected it to mimic nature not transcend it, and did not want to read
philosophical discussions of their pleasures or sit in rapt silence while they enjoyed them.
Nevertheless, the feuilletons paid a price for their dumbed-down version of ›Bildung‹ and
that was provincialism. A concert review in a feuilleton, with its chatty accounts of who
came and who played and whether they were brilliant or disgraceful and how much the
audience applauded and the performers earned was indeed far different than the in-depth
analyses of music, music history, and aesthetics that characterized the AmZ. But what the
simple reviews gained in accessibility, they lost in consequence. Why should anyone not
living in Berlin or Leipzig or Tübingen care to read about screeching high C emitted by
the latest fashionable soprano in the local opera company last Thursday night?
In a society as geographically fragmented, as separated by political borders and road
conditions as was German Europe, the only way to rise above locality was not through
fashion – middle-class society in Germany needed to be more highly integrated, even cen-
tralized, for that to matter – but through intellectual aspiration. The experience of nation-
alists in the 18th century had shown that, and the new century had not yet proven their
vision to be either wrong or inadequate. Not surprisingly, then, the feuilletons reached
only the limited area in which, and for which, they were produced. Nor was there anything
particularly German about their musical emphases; indeed, the musical world of the feuille-
tons was dominated by Italian opera and its imitators. Their perspective was that of a
provincial city looking out on the wide, cosmopolitan world and celebrating such manifes-
36 E. T. A. Hoffmann, »Further Observations on Spontini’s Opera Olimpia,« in: Charlton (ed.), Hoff-
mann’s Musical Writings, p. 442.
37 Ulrich Tadday, Die Anfänge des Musikfeuilletons: Der kommunikative Gebrauchswert musikalischer Bil-
dung in Deutschland um 1800, Stuttgart and Weimar 1993, p. 10.
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tations of it as came its way. Little – with the important exception of discussions of orato-
rios – placed the feuilletons in the culture of nationhood, the culture of nation-building.
The same cannot be said of the AmZ, and the key to its participation in a culture of na-
tionhood was its effort to define its audience as both general and national, people linked by
common pursuit of a fairly demanding level of cultural achievement, one that was charac-
teristically, uniquely German. For Rochlitz, as for many a patriot before and after him,
Germans betrayed their provinciality when they admired the cultural products of other
nations to excess. The work of nation-building involved maturing people’s judgments, mu-
sical and otherwise, so that they could appreciate the more difficult-to-appreciate products
of the German musical tradition. At least in those by-gone days and probably still in our
own, high-brow cultural and generalizing national aspirations went hand-in-hand.
Sven Oliver Müller (Bielefeld)
›Geschmacklos‹?
Politische Deutungskämpfe im Londoner Musikleben des 19. Jahrhunderts
I.
Die Beziehung zwischen Musik auf der einen und Politik und Nation auf der anderen
Seite stellt ein bemerkenswert unerkundetes Verhältnis dar. Zugegeben: Allerorten ist in
der Musik- wie in der Geschichtswissenschaft etwa von ›Nationalopern‹ oder dem politi-
schen Gehalt spezifischer Kunstwerke (vorzugsweise denen von Beethoven und Wagner)
die Rede.1 Allerdings suchen die meisten Arbeiten den politischen Gehalt der jeweiligen
Opern und Symphonien selbst zu bestimmen – weit weniger deren gesellschaftlichen Kon-
text. Als Historiker möchte ich die Perspektive umkehren. Im Mittelpunkt meines Inte-
resses steht nicht die Musik, sondern ihre Rezeption, also ihre Aneignung, Deutung
und Bewertung durch die Hörer.2 Die konkurrenzlose Aufwertung der Kunstmusik zum
1 Vgl. etwa die klassische Definition der »Nationaloper« bei Carl Dahlhaus, Die Musik des 19. Jahr-
hunderts (= Neues Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft 6), Wiesbaden 1980, S. 180 –187; Stephen C. Meyer,
Carl Maria von Weber and the Search for a German Opera, Bloomington 2003; David B. Dennis, Beethoven
in German Politics, 1870 –1989, New Haven 1996; die Beiträge in: Music and German National Identity,
hrsg. von Celia Applegate und Pamela Potter, Chicago 2002; Imperialism and Music. Britain 1876–1953,
hrsg. von Jeffrey Richards, Manchester 2001.
2 Vgl. zur Rezeptionsanalyse Michael Thompson, »Reception Theory and the Interpretation of Histo-
rical Meaning«, in: History and Theory 32 (1993), S. 248–272; Der Betrachter ist im Bild. Kunstwissenschaft
und Rezeptionsästhetik, hrsg. von Wolfgang Kemp, Berlin 1992; Peter Ross, »Grundlagen einer musika-
